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Abstract - High level synthesis. studies have produced many tools which enable us 
to design the processing unit of applications. The emergence of new communication 
services has lead to significant growth in the amount of data to be processed in VLSI 
chips. It involves to synthesis of memory architecture which enables us to satisfy 
all the application constraints. To obtain this organization, the first step is to select 
memory from a component library. This paper suggests a formulation of this problem 
through a minimization of function under constraints. Our approach takes place after 
the processing unit synthesis and our methodology can be applied for FPGA chips. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past years, new busrness and home applications using advanced com- 
munication systems and also multi-media are emerging. They are becoming 
the most prominent growth sectors of the electronics industry. They need to 
implement complex real time algorithms under constraints of time, cost and 
power chiefly using VLSI circuits. At the same time, these systems need to 
be designed in a very short ‘ time-to-market”. Moreover, all these digital and 
signal processing applications handle a large amount of data [l] [2]. The chips 
will therefore mostly be composed of memory location and address generation. 
To take all these problems into consideration, we need new high level tools 
that can help the designer to select a promising path in the huge decision tree 
from high level specifications to hardware. At first, the studies of high level 
synthesis (HLS) put forward tools which helped the design of the processing 
unit (PU) of the application [3] [4] [5]. A short time ago, many memory-unit- 
design studies appeared. There can be classified according to three criteria : 
1. Consider the memorization problem as soon as possible in the design cycle 
and suggest synthesis of the memory unit (MU) after the processing unit ; 2. 
Look at the storage during the synthesis of the PU through the maximization 
of register utilization ; 3. Our approach suggests a global solution of storage 
(with processing registers and memory) which ensures that the needs of the 
PU are satisfied. Our choice is made because of the application domain. In- 
deed, the digital signal processing (DSP) is characterized by a time constraint 
that HLS must respect through the synthesis of PU at first. In addition to the 
PU structural description and the control unit (CU) behavioural description, 
our HLS tool, GAUT [6], gives the production and consumption dates of each 
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transfer between the PU and the MU. This transfer sequence is written in 
VHDL in order to be simulated (together with the PU), or to  be synthesized 
by the tool that we present in this paper. Our MU-design methodology build 
the solution in four phases which are : the memory selection in a library, the 
distribution of data into the memory banks, the placement of data in each 
bank, and the address generator (AG) synthesis. 
This paper deals with the memory selection problem. We will, however, see in 
the paragraph 5 that our methodology enables us to optimize the architectural 
structure given by HLS tools. 

Msmory bank Ng 

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _  L _________.__________-.-- 
Memory Sent  2 

M-mory bank 1 

The model of MU we have adop- 
ted is illustrated in figure 1. 
This model is composed of NB 
memory banks associated with 
NG address generators (with 
NG 5 NB). The memory unit 
can be made up of varying time 
access memory. 

Figure 1: Memory unit model 

The problem of the memory selection can be explained in the following way : 
e Let T S  be a transfer sequence of an  algorithm, what are the types, 
the number and the position of the M U  t o  ensure the total storage 
of the  datu ? 

In the following paragraphs, we will analyse the publications concerning the 
MU synthesis domain. Then, we will present a formulation of the memory 
selection problem answering the question above. We will explain how our 
methodology could be applied for FPGA implementation. A paragraph will 
be internal to  the results and finally, we will conclude and put forward a few 
viewpoints. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 

Very few articles tackle the problem of the MU design in a global way. Most 
articles address a particular problem and suggest solutions which strongly 
depend on the types of data manipulated or type of memory used. These 
studies can be classified according to three main points. 
0 Memory selection : In [7], a specific selection of MU organization is sug- 
gested. A horizontal selection which associates several MU, ensures that the 
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width of the data corresponds to the width of the memory selected. A specific 
size of memory can be achieved through vertical selection. Furthermore, to 
increase the transfer frequency, a selection of interleaved memory can be used. 
Finally, another selection can virtually increase the number of memory ports. 
In [8], the suggested method enables them to provide the number, the type 
(RAM or ROM), the word width, and the number of ports of each memory. 
The selection rests on the evaluation of a silicon-area-cost function. 
0 Allocation of storage units : These approaches are principally the scalar 
and the vectorial approaches. In the scalar, the goal is to minimize the number 
of registers needed to store data [9] [lo]. It concerns the analysis of production 
and consumption data dates, in order to try to maximize the sharing of me- 
mory locations. The ILP resolution techniques (Integer Linear Programming) , 
graph coloration, or clique partitioning are widely used. The design cycle of 
HLS tools, e.g. the GAUT cycle, integrates this approach while proposing 
algorithms to  minimize the number of PU register. These techniques revealed 
major flaws when we computed algorithms handling multi-dimensional data 
[ll]. In fact, the size of the problem makes its resolution difficult. The vecto- 
rial approaches use the regularity of data structures and the regularity of the 
processing, to  carry out an optimal arrangement in different memory banks 
[la]. This involves making sure that the particular accesses (line, column, or 
matrix type) can be executed without a time delay. 
0 Generation of Addressles : Several technics are proposed to  bring about 
this function. Some of them are made up of a PU with a set of index registers 
[13], or a specific PU using the DSP properties [14], or a state machine, gene- 
rating the necessary addresses for accessing the data from or to the memory 
[16] at each step of the algorithm. These solutions have different costs and 
allow us to  produce adress s,equences more or less complex. 

3 FORMULATION OF THE SELECTION PROBLEM 

In a first approach, we suggest a selection of memory components for a fixed 
model of organization (figure 1). This selection, in turn, consists of searching 
through a library the set of inemory best suited to the data storage, all accor- 
ding to  the requirements expressed by the PU synthesis. We can notice that 
to  reach the best selection, t,he higher number of memory type is, the higher 
number of explored solutions is. The MU and the AG can be inside or outside 
the ASIC. If the AG is inside, the cost considerably increases because of the 
number of necessary 1/0 pahds for the address bus. On the other hand if the 
generator is outside, it will be built in an FPGA circuit. 

3.1 Definitions 

We suggest a formulation for the selection problem with the following nota- 
tions and variables classified in alphabetical order. 
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1. A b  is the available area if the number of pads is known ; 
2. A D  is the area of a binary counter er bit ; 
3. A P t s ,  is the location area of the it' internal memory ( A P t s ,  = f ( N B i t s , ,  N P , ) )  ; 
4. A ,  and ApU are respectively the silicon core area (PU,  CU and MU) and the PU area 
5. C ,  is the location cost of the i th  memory ; 
6 CG; is the cost of the i f h  AG ; 
7. D I ,  is an integer variable, such tha t  D I ,  = 1 if the i f h  data  is store inside the ASIC, else 

8. G, is an integer variable, such that G, = 1 if the i f h  AG is inside the ASIC, else G, = 0 ; 
9. Maz, is the max size of the i i h  memory when it is internal , 
1 0 .  Ng is the necessary number of memory banks to ensure the coherence of data' ; 
1 1 .  N R i t s ,  i s  the width of da ta  buses of the i * h  memory ; 
1 2 .  N B R  is t.he number of pads of the ASIC ; 
13. ND is the number of da ta  to store ; 
14. N M M J  and N M ~  are respectively the internal (internal) and the external MU available in the 
library ; 
15. N M T S  is the max number of simultaneous transfers, it involves the number of buses t o  place 
o n t h e A S I C :  N ~ M T s = M ~ ~ ( C ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ . ( I - D I " ) )  V ~ = ~ ; . . , N T T .  

16. N P ,  is the number of locations of the i t h  memory ; 
17. NTT is the total number of transfers to realize in the [ O  ; T L ]  interval ; 
18. P ,  is the price of the i lh external memory ; 
19. PmmZ is the price of one silicon mm2 for the usual technology ; 
20. PP is the distance between two consecutive pads of the ASIC ; 
21. { S E , }  is an integer variable which represents one selection of external memory component, 
such tha t  : S E ,  = n if the memory i is taken n time 
22. { S I , }  is an integer variable which represent one selection of internal memory component, 
such tha t  : S I ,  = n if the memory i is taken n time 
23. T A ,  is the access time of the if' memory , 
24. T B ;  is the size of the i fh d a t a  bus outgoing of the ASIC ; 
25. T,j is an integer variable, such that T,, = 1 if the ifh data  is transferred at the time j, else 
Ti, = 0 ; 
26. TL is the latency time of the algorithm ; 

D I , = O ;  

V i = 1, .  . . , N M E .  

V i = 1, . . , N M r  

3.2 Minimization of a cost function 

The feasibility depends greatly on its total area (technology constraint). This 
area depends on the silicon area attributed to the core and the necessary area 
to  ensure exchanges with the outside. In this paragraph, we will discuss the 
cost of the in/out pads of the ASIC. It thus involves finding a compromise 
between core or pad limited ASIC. 

Figure 2: a) Pad limited ; b) Core limited ; C) A,/Ab = 1 

T h e  coherence of d a t a  is defined using three  cri teria : 
t t e m p o r a l  coherence : two data simultaneously transferred can  not  b e  in t h e  same me- 

t Spat ia l  coherence : t h e  reading and writing of t h e  same d a t a  must  b e  carried o u t  in 

Funct ional  coherence : in t h e  case of a pipeline s t ruc ture ,  t h e  writings of a pipeline 

mory  b a n k  ; 

t h e  s a m e  memory  bank ; 

s tage  must  n o t  erase d a t a  which a r e  still of use for o ther  pipeline stages. 
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Figure 2.c represents the situation for which the necessary area of the ASIC, 
A, is equal to the available a,rea A b .  In figure 2.b, it is possible to add pads 
without increasing the ASIC cost. 
The ideal choice is explained mathematically by a relationship between A,, 
A b  and the cost of external memory components. In the general case, the 
relationship Au/Ab tends towuds to 1 and the loss area is minimal (see figure 
2.c). To obtain an optimal selection, we suggest to minimize its cost, it can 
be explain by : 

i=l 

The first term of the sum expresses the ASIC cost by multiplying the mm2 
cost by the ASIC area. The second term expresses the cost of external selected 
MU. Finally, the third term evaluates the external AG cost which will be 
implemented in one or several FPGA (the -Tfpga function return the FPGA 
price). 
The A, and Ab area are given by : 

The necessary area A, is computed from the sum of the PU area (including 
the CU area), internal MU and internal AG. The A b  area is computed from the 
square of the ASIC side which is fixed by the number of pads to implement. 
The MU and AG costs are defined by : 

Ci = NPi . NBitsi . APtS; CG; = [log2 NPil . AD 

The AG cost is estimated by a preloaded binary counter area which is equi- 
valent to  12 logic gates (eg. for an lpm technology, AD = 12 . Density = 
12 . 437pm2/gate) .  
The number of pads N B R  is estimated by the following relationship : 

N M T S  c ( l - D r k )  N~~ 

NBR c + TBi + log2 ] ’ SEk ‘Gk 
k = l  c SE,. 

i= l  

The C term takes into account the pads of power supply, clock, . . ., necessary 
for the ASIC. The second term expresses the number of data bus pads to 
place on the ASIC. The third term estimates the number of address bus 
pads necessary to address the external memory, that depends on the average 
number of accessing data in t he  external memory by internal generator. 
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3.3 The constraints of the memory selection problem 

We will put forward four constraints. Three of them will attempt to sa.tisfy 
t,he data storage and the transfer sequence and the last will try to ensure 
the feasibility of the internal memory. The constraints that we proposed are 
minimal and allow us to have a good estimation of application needs. Note 
that during the MU synthesis, it is possible to increase the number of selected 
MU. 
0 Number of memory banks : it must ensure parallelism of transfers and 
coherence of dat,a. The first is obtained by a simple analysis of the transfer 
sequence, while the second calls for the research of a number of memory banks 
( N B )  which are far more complex. The number of MU chosen must comply 
with the const,raint 1. 
0 Total number of memory locations of the selection : it must ensure 
the storage of all data, see the constraint 2. In the first step, each data needs a 
memory location. This can be optimized if one envisages to share out memory 
locations by several data which have disjointed life times. 
0 Number of transfers : this must be ensured by the selected MU, and is 
explained by the constraint 3.  
The number of available access time in a memory bank during latency time 
is represented by T L I T A ~ .  The total amount of possible accesses is therefore 
the sum of all possible accesses in the selection. 
0 Feasibility of internal memory : For a given technology and foundry, 
the internal memory must not be larger than a specific size. This maximum 
size is illustrated by the product NumberOfBits . Number0 f Words.  Thus, 
we can explain a constraint for internal memory, see constraint 4. 

N M I  N M  E 

SIi + SEj 2 NB 

N M  I N M E  
S I i .  NPi + SEj . NPj 2 ND 

3.4 Implementation of the application in a FPGA 

During the prototyping step, the designer can hope to estimate the feasibility 
of the solution for a particular FPGA implementation. A given family of 
FPGA is characterized by a set of circuits which are pad and core limited. 
In this case, the circuit imposes some new constraints which are the number 
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of pads, the available area and the size of internal memory. These first, two 
constraints can be explained by : 

ND 
Au 5 S f p g a  . ~u JYBR 5 N R R f p g a  DIK 5 N P f p g a  

k = l  

With S fpga  the available area in the FPGA (from the number of gates it is 
possible to know the area). This area is multiplied by a constant r, which 
provide to specify that FPGA circuit is never used at  100% (with ru Y 80%). 
With N B R ~ ~ ~ ~  the number of pads of the targeted FPGA. 
And with N P f p g a  the number of memory locations available in the FPGA. 
The library can contain all the available circuits for one family of FPGA, and 
for each FPGA circuits the library must describe its characteristics. 

Note : We can not use the simplex resolution technics to solve this problem 
because it is not an ILP formulation. However the weak number of MIJ in 
library allow us to use exhaotive technics. 

4 MEMORY LIBRARY DESCRIPTION 
NOTE : The  price of an ASIC IS com- 
posed first by the N R E  (Non Recur- 
ring Engineering) that corresponds 
to  the mask fabrication and to  pro- 

RAM 2 limeter mice that  stronelv denends 
RAM 1 64*8 totyping, and a silicon square mil- 

t : D ' internal (Dedicated), E : external 

using MPW (Multi Project Wafer) the mm2 cost depei 
200 $ (CMP/Europractice source). All these parameters 
in his library. 

"I . 
on the nknber  of Integrated Circuits 
per year that  will be produced. It 
is well known that it is very diffi- 
cult t o  obtain an accurate price es- 
timation of an IC, but we can have 
an idea through an example of a 
l pm CMOS technology. Let N R E  be 
equal t o  64,000 $, and let 45 $ the 
price for 2 , 0 0 0  ASIC of 20 mm2.  
The  price of the mm2 is equal t o  
(64 ,000 /2 ,000+  45) . & = 3.85 $. 
On the other hand, if we have exclu- 
sively to  prototype an application by 

ids only of the technology and is about 
can simply be controled by the designer 

Table 1: Memory library used for the selection 

In the table 1 the RAM 1 Lo 6 are internal and the price is given by the 
ASIC area. On the other hand RAM 7 to 11 are external (standard RAM 
components). All this prices can be given by the designer and strongly depend 
on the application. The operator library must define the group of parameters 
necessary for the synthesis of the MU. An external view of each memory 
component is described in VHDL language and shows the number and type of 
each input/output. The use of generics allows us further precision concerning 
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the area, the access time, the global size of the memory and thus, the cost of 
cach memory component. In table 1 we show the library that we have used to 
produce the results of paragraph 5. It is interesting to note that the cost of 
internal RAMS is not shown. This is independent of memory characteristics 
and depends solely on the price of silicon and the technology targeted. It is also 
interesting to notice that the external memory area is not mentioned. In fact, 
this area is not characteristic of the cost as it includes the whole packaging. It 
cannot be compared to the area of an equivalent internal memory for which 
only the silicon area of the memory is taken into account. 

Filter size 
Internal RAM 
External RAM 
N b  of Data  

SELECTION RESULTS 

16 32  64  128 " 
2 3 4 

(2  *) 7 7 7 7 
52 100 196 388 

Filter size I 16 I 64 1 1 2 8  16 I 3 2  I 64 I 128 
Selection 1 7 1  7 1  7 1 1  1 1  2 1  3 

Nb of P ts  

a) prototype b) high volume fabrication 

I N b  of Pts  ~ F 1 160 1 :z 1 544 ~ 

MU Price 00 00 2 20 2 20 
Total Price ($) 1 9 4 0  1 9 8 0  2 0 4 0  21 40 
MU area 0 458 0 548 0 713 
Total area (mm2)  2 5 0  2 9 6  3 0 5  3 2 1  

c) Memory selection for a low volume fabri- 
cation of LMS filters (using bot,h internal and 
external MU) 

The table 2.b presents the re- 
sults of these selections when 
we have to design a high vo- 
lume fabrication of integrated 
circuits. In this case, the rice 
of the internal memory foca- 
tion decreases, and is almost 
the external memor one. This 
ex lains why the sefection mo- 
duye leads to implement all 
the memory in the ASIC. The 
memory xrea corresponds to 
about more than 25 % of the 
total ASIC area. 

Table 2: Memory selection for LMS filters (8 Khz) 

We have carried out three series of tests on the LMS filter (which is an adap- 
tive filter used for an acoustic echo cancellation application). Each serie of 
tests corresponds to a different number of ASIC to be produced. In this way, 
the first serie (table 2.a) explores the memory solutions when a prototype is 
produced, (meaning the production of a single ASIC). In this case we can see 
how the selection module chooses external MU with a view to reducing as 
much as possible the cost of the ASIC. In actual fact, the cost of the internal 
memory location is much greater than its equivalent in external memory. 
Figure 3 represents the rate (7- = NbData/NbPts  . 100) of the memory loca- 
tion utilization. This is about 70 %, except for the number of taps equal to 
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Memory location utilization 

n Hieh volume fabrication 
80% u -  
60 70 

40% 

2Q% 

0 70 

Low volume fabrication 

16 32 64 128 

Figure 3: Memory location utilization 

16. This weak utilization rate is due to the small number of M U  present in 
the library. The rate value is a criterion to evaluate the quality of the solu- 
tion. Indeed, if this rate is great, this corresponds to have few unused memory 
locations. It is clear that the quality of the solution depends on the number 
of MU described in the library. 
Table 2.c shows the results of the selection when it is necessary to produce 
around one hundred ASICs. When this is the case, the choice of memory 
types is mixed, meaning that the selection module offers to store some data 
inside the ASIC and the others in external memory. The cost of the external 
memorization comes to about 10 % of the total cost of the operation. 
As with the two previous cases, the rate of use of memory locations is in the 
region of 70 %. 

6 CONCLUSION 

We have shown an original method of memory selection based on the mini- 
mization of MU cost. Let us bear in mind that our approach follow the PIJ 
synthesis and is, therefore bound by its constraints. 
The formulation of this selec1,ion problem that we are putting forward allows 
us to consider] in a realistic fashion, the cost of all the memory components 
which the ASIC production will use. Thus, the number of ASIC that we hope 
to produce becomes a critical parameter while selecting MU. 
One can find in [16] the results of MU synthesis for the application presented 
here. 
We have developed a synthesis tool dedicated to MU [16] integrating the 
selection module presented in this paper. Together with HLS tool, this al- 
lows either the refining of the prototype algorithm (rapidly suggesting an 
evaluation of memory organization), or the achievment of complete memory 
solution. The results of architecture synthesis, in terms of type, number of 
operators, and registers are tibus completed by an exact evaluation of cost, and 
organization of the MU. Together, these form a framework for development 
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or fast prototyping phases 
We are currently working, in our laboratory, on the problem of the selection of 
MU hierarchy It will allow us to suggest, when necessary, a memory comprised 
of several levels, e g a cache memory 
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